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ABSTRACT 
For a continuous linear operator A on a Hilbert space X and umt vectors x and y, 
an investigation of the set W[x,y]=(z*Az:z*z=l and z~span{x,y}} reveals 
several new results about W(A), the numerical range of A. W[x, y] is an elliptical 
disk (possibly degenerate), and several conditions are given which imply that W[x, y] 
is a line segment. In particuhu if x is a reducing eigenvector of A, then W[x, y] is a 
line segment. A unit vector is called interior (boundary) if x*Ax is in the interior 
(boundary) of W(A). It is sh own that interior reducing eigenvectors are orthogonal to 
alI boundary vectors and that boundary eigenvectors are orthogonal to aU other 
boundary vectors y [except possibly when y*Ay is interior to a line segment in the 
boundary of W(A) through the given eigenvalue]. 
The well-known Toeplitz-Hausdorff theorem states that the numerical 
range or field of values W(A) = { z*Ax : z*z = 1, x E Cn} of an n X n complex 
matrix A is convex. Many proofs of this theorem rely upon reducing the 
problem to the 2 X 2 case [2,2,4-7]. In this paper we shall employ the same 
technique to study more closely the set 
where x and y are given unit vectors. 
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All of the results in this paper are valid for a continuous linear operator A 
on an arbitrary Hilbert space. Since we use matrix techniques, we shall refer 
to A as a matrix and use the matrix notation X* y instead of the inner product 
notation (x, y). 
Assume that x and y are linearly independent unit vectors. Let .z be the 
normalized component of y orthogonal tc X, that is, z= fl/fu*w) u;, 
where w=y-(x*y)x. Note that W[.r,y]= W[X,Z] [where these sets are 
defined by Eq. (l)]. Now define 
B= (2) 
For all complex 1y and /3, 
(Z,@B( ;)=(ax+pz)*A(ax+/?z). 
Since x and z are orthogonal unit vectors, it follows that W(B) = W[x,zJ. 
Since B is a 2 x 2 matrix, the nature of W(B) is well known. Specifically 
[4, p. w W(B) is an ellipiical disk with foci at the eigenvalues OL and p of 
W(B). Thus the center of W(B) is i trB = $ [x*Ax + z*A;], the line through 
x*Ax and x*Az contains a diameter of W(B), and consequently x*Ax~ 
ClW(B) [the boundary of W(B)] if and only if z*AzEaW(B). Moreover, [4] if 
(Y #/? and f and g are associated unit eigenvectors, the major axis of W(B) is 
lo-PI/&i&T and the minor axis is the product of ] f*g] and the 
major axis. B is normal if and only if f and g are orthogonal, in which case 
W(B) is the line segment, or degenerate elliptical disk, [cw,~]. It follows that 
if x*AxEaW(B), then W[x,y] is degenerate if and only if x*A.z=z*Ax=O. 
We state some of the preceding facts as a lemma for easy reference in the 
remainder of the paper. aWjx, y] is the boundary of the elliptical disk 
Wryly 
LEMMA 1. Let x and y he unit vectors, z be ahe rwnnulized component 
of y orthogonal to x, and B be defined by (2). Then 
(i) W[x,y]= W[x.z]= W(B)c W(A); 
(ii) W[x, y] as an Elliptical disk (possibly degenerate) wi:h center i[x*Ax 
+ z*Az]; 
(iii) x*AxEaW[x,y] ‘f and only ifz*AzEaW[x,y]; 
(iv) if x*Ax ~?a W[x, I; 3, then W[x, y] is &generate if and only if x*Ax = 
z*Ax == 0. fn this case W Ix, y] = [ x*Ax, z*Az]. 
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We shall consider several conditions which imply that W[X, y] is a line 
segment. The first is that x is a reducing eigenvector, Ax = hx and A*x =%z. 
A well-known result is that a reducing eigenvector is orthogonal to every 
eigenvector associated with a different eigenvalue. Our first theorm gives an 
analogous result. 
THEOREM 2. Let x and y be unit vectors associated with distinct points 
of W(A), and assume that .i: is a reducing eigenvector. Then W[x, y] is a line 
segment with one endpoint at x*Ax, and if this line segment does not extend 
beyond y*Ay in W(A), then x is orthogonal to y. In particular, x is orthogonal 
to y whenever y*Ay is an extreme point of W(,4) or y*Ay is a boundary 
point and the line segment [x*Ax, y*Ay] contains points in tlze interior of 
-W(A). 
Proof. If Ax = Xx and A*x = L, then 
By Lemma 1 
y*Ay --Xl y*x12 . 
1-I y*xi”F 
W[x,y]=W(B)= A, y*Ay- xly*x12 
1- 1 y*x(B I C W(A). 
Therefore if this line segment, which contains y*Ay, does not extend beyond 
y*Ay in W(A), then y*Ay is an endpoint of the line segment and neces- 
sarily y*x 50, completing the proof. q 
REMARK. We note lhat if A = x*Ax E a W(A) the hypothesis of Theorem 
2 can be weakened. In this case there exists a real number t such that 
e”(A -h)_x= e-“(A* - x)x [3, Lemma 23. Consequently, Ax = h31 if and only 
if A*x =Xx for points h in the boundary of W(A). Johnson [5, Theorem 11 
shows by a similar argument that a boundary eigenvector is orthogonal to all 
eigenvectors for other eigenvalues. 
In Theorem 2 we consider a special case in which the line segment in 
W(A) containing x*Ax and y*Ay does not extend beyond y*Ay. Indeed, in 
this case that line segment is [x*Ax, y*Ay]. More generally it follows from 
Lemma P that: 
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THEOREM 3. Let x and y be orthogonal unit uectms and x*Ax E 3 W(A). 
Then y*AyEaW[x,y]. Moreouer W[3~,y]=[x*Ax,y*Ay] if and only if y is 
orthogona! to each of Ax and A*x. 
COROILARY 4. Let x and y be unit uectors and z be the nonnaZixRd 
cmtpmwnt of y orthogonal to x. If x*Ax EaW(A) and z is orthogonal to Ax, 
then W[x, y] = [r*Ax,z*Az]. 
Proof Let X = x*Ax. By [3, Lemma 21 there exists a real number t such 
that e”(A -A)x= emif(A* - x)x. If z is orthogonal to x and Ax, necessarily z 
is orthogonal to A *x. Thus by Lemma 1 and Theorem 3, W [ x, y] = W[x, n] = 
[x*Ax,x*Az]. 
Thus far the results of this note deal primarily with cases in which 
W[x, y] is a line segment. A general study can be made of W[x, y]. In 
particular, if X E W[x, y] one can determine exactly the unit vectors QLX + by 
for which (01x + /?y )* A ( (YX + py ) = X. The results appear to be more illuminat- 
ing if oue makes the fbllowing reduction: (1) assume x is orthogonal to y 
which is not a loss in generality, since W [x, y] = W[x, s], where z is the 
normalized component of y orthogonal to x); (2) assume W tx, y] is centered 
at the origin, a state which can be achieved by studying A, = A - $[x*Ax+ 
y * A y] instead of A (the elliptical disk W [x, y] associated with A 1 is a rigid 
translation of the elliptical disk W[x, y] associated wlith A); (3) the matrix B 
associated with A, [Eq. (2)] now has the form 
a 
y*Ax 
where a - i[x*Ax- y*Ay]. If cll#O we can further simplify the problem by 
considering A 2 = (l/ a)A,, which rotates and contracts (or expands) the 
elliptical disk W [x, y]. 
Thus the general study of W[x, y] can be reduced to the study of W(C) 
where 
c=(; _y) and a=0 or cr=l. 
Using the description of W(C) in [4, p. 1091, one can easily show that if 
(Y = 0, W(C) is an ellipse with center at the origin, major axis ]a] + 1 b( and 
minor axis ]]a/ - lbl/S A similar result can be obtained for the case in which 
LY = 1. In Theorem 2, and Corollary 4 we determinec!l exactly the line segment 
W[x, y] passing through x*Ax and ;:*Az. M’ith the reduction described 
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above, the analogous question concerns the nature of W(C) n R when 
LY = 1. In tiis case an elementary computation shows that W(C) n 08 = 
[ - vs , I&? 1, where k = Ial if W(C) is degenerate and 
otherwise. Consequently 1 E d W( C) (that is, x*Ax E 3 W[x, y] in the original 
problem) if and only if k = 0. 
We wish tJ express our appreciation to B. D. Saunders for his numerous 
helpful suggestions. 
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